CROWNING GLOWRY™ 90 mins £625

A hyper-customised facial which is entirely adapted to your skin health needs. A cocktail of potent, skin-energising nutrients are blended to create a truly bespoke treatment.

This turbo-charged, science-led facial utilises up to 8 different skin technologies to deliver dramatic results for skin that requires deep hydration, volumisation, resculpting and a lasting, brightening glow.

NO DERMA DRAMA™ 90 mins £695

Adeela Crown’s signature and highly acclaimed microneedling therapy delivers all-around rejuvenating results.

This treatment is a combination of advanced, automatic skin-needling, alongside radio frequency, ultrasound, growth factors and NASA-inspired biophotonics LED therapy. It incorporates smart age-prevention methods with highly potent ‘freeze-dried’ collagen and stem cell infusion.

LIFT OFF™ 120 mins £750

Adeela Crown’s custom built oxygen dome creates a hyperbaric-like anion atmosphere, delivering molecular O2 with a NASA-perfected biophotonic LED veil.

Needle-free ‘injections’ deliver vital time release vitamins into the skin, helping to restore elasticity and stimulate tissue repair.

Nano-microneedling is then performed with a stem cell and multi-peptide infusion, while radio frequency and acoustic wave therapy boosts collagen synthesis for youthful, lifted luminosity.

HOLLYWOOD 1-ON-1 WALK OF FAME™ 120 mins £950

Adeela Crown draws on her extensive film work and years of hands-on experience to acknowledge your skin’s unique needs, tailoring this treatment to your personal skin-journey and leaving you with a UHD-camera worthy complexion.
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